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THE END OF World War II in Europe had been met with great
joy. One visitor to Moscow reported: “I looked out of the win-

dow [at 2 A.M.], almost everywhere there were lights in the window—
people were staying awake. Everyone embraced everyone else, someone
sobbed aloud.” But after the victory parades and celebrations, Euro-
peans awoke to a devastating realization: their civilization was in ruins.
Some wondered if Europe would ever regain its former prosperity and
importance. Winston Churchill wrote: “What is Europe now? A rubble
heap, a charnel house, a breeding ground of pestilence and hate.” There
was ample reason for his pessimism. Almost 40 million people (both
soldiers and civilians) had been killed during the preceding six years.
Massive air raids and artillery bombardments had reduced many of the
great cities of Europe to heaps of rubble. The Polish capital of Warsaw
had been almost completely obliterated. An American general described
Berlin: “Wherever we looked we saw desolation. It was like a city of the
dead. Suffering and shock were visible in every face. Dead bodies still
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remained in canals and lakes and were being dug out
from under bomb debris.” Millions of Europeans faced
starvation as grain harvests were only half of what they
had been in 1939. Millions were also homeless. In the
parts of the Soviet Union that had been occupied by
the Germans, almost 25 million people were without
homes. The destruction of bridges, roads, and railroads
had left transportation systems paralyzed. Untold mil-
lions of people had been uprooted by the war; now they
became “displaced persons,” trying to find food and
then their way home. Eleven million prisoners of war
had to be returned to their native countries while 15
million Germans and East Europeans were driven out
of countries where they were no longer wanted. Yet,
despite the chaos, Europe was soon on the road to a
remarkable recovery. Already by 1950, Europe’s indus-
trial and agricultural output was 30 percent above
prewar levels. 

World War II had cost Europe more than physi-
cal destruction, however. European supremacy in world
affairs had also been destroyed. After 1945, the colonial
empires of the European nations rapidly disintegrated,
and Europe’s place in the world changed radically. As
the Cold War conflict between the world’s two super-
powers—the United States and the Soviet Union—
intensified, the European nations were divided into two
armed camps dependent upon one or the other of these
two major powers. The United States and the Soviet
Union, whose rivalry raised the specter of nuclear war,
seemed to hold the survival of Europe and the world in
their hands. 

◆ The Development 
of the Cold War 

Even before World War II had ended, the two major Allied
powers—the United States and the Soviet Union—had
begun to disagree on the nature of the postwar European
world. Unity had been maintained during the war because
of the urgent need to defeat the Axis powers, but once they
were defeated, the differences between the Americans and
Soviets again surged to the front.

l The Confrontation of the Superpowers 

There has been considerable historical debate about who
was most responsible for the beginning of the Cold War.
No doubt, both the United States and the Soviet Union
took steps at the end of the war that were unwise or might
have been avoided. Both nations, however, were working
within a framework conditioned by the past. Ultimately,

the rivalry between the two superpowers stemmed from
their different historical perspectives and their irreconcil-
able political ambitions. Intense competition for politi-
cal and military supremacy had long been a regular
feature of Western civilization. The United States and the
Soviet Union were the heirs of that European tradition
of power politics, and it should not surprise us that two
such different systems would seek to extend their way of
life to the rest of the world. Because of its need to feel
secure on its western border, the Soviet Union was not
prepared to give up the advantages it had gained in East-
ern Europe from Germany’s defeat. But neither were
American leaders willing to give up the power and pres-
tige the United States had gained throughout the world.
Suspicious of each other’s motives, the United States and
the Soviet Union soon raised their mutual fears to a level
of intense competition. Between 1945 and 1949, a num-
ber of events entangled the two countries in continual
conflict. 

Eastern Europe was the first area of disagreement.
The United States and Great Britain had championed self-
determination and democratic freedom for the liberated
nations of Eastern Europe. Stalin, however, fearful that the
Eastern European nations would return to traditional anti-
Soviet attitudes if they were permitted free elections,
opposed the West’s plans. Having liberated Eastern
Europe from the Nazis, the Red Army proceeded to install
pro-Soviet governing regimes in Poland, Romania, Bul-
garia, and Hungary. These pro-Soviet governments satis-
fied Stalin’s desire for a buffer zone against the West, but
the local populations and their sympathizers in the West
saw the regimes as an expansion of Stalin’s empire. Only
another war could change this situation, and few people
wanted another armed conflict. 

A civil war in Greece created another arena for con-
frontation between the superpowers. In 1946, the Com-
munist People’s Liberation Army and the anti-Communist
forces supported by the British were fighting each other for
control of Greece. But continued postwar economic prob-
lems caused the British to withdraw from the active role
they had been playing in both Greece and Turkey. Presi-
dent Harry S Truman of the United States, alarmed by
British weakness and the possibility of Soviet expansion
into the eastern Mediterranean, responded with the 
Truman Doctrine (see the box on p. 849). According to the
president, “It must be the policy of the United States to
support free peoples who are resisting attempted subju-
gation by armed minorities or by outside pressures.” This
statement was made to the U.S. Congress in March 1947
when Truman requested $400 million in economic and
military aid for Greece and Turkey. The Truman Doctrine
said in essence that the United States would provide
money to countries that claimed they were threatened by
Communist expansion. If the Soviets were not stopped
in Greece, the Truman argument ran, then the United
States would have to face the spread of communism
throughout the free world. As Dean Acheson, the Ameri-
can secretary of state explained: “Like apples in a barrel
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infected by disease, the corruption of Greece would infect
Iran and all the East . . . likewise Africa . . . Italy . . . France.
. . . Not since Rome and Carthage had there been such a
polarization of power on this earth.”1

The proclamation of the Truman Doctrine was soon
followed in June 1947 by the European Recovery Program,
better known as the Marshall Plan. Intended to rebuild
prosperity and stability, this program included $13 billion
for the economic recovery of war-torn Europe. Underly-
ing it was the belief that Communist aggression fed off eco-
nomic turmoil. General George C. Marshall had noted in
his commencement speech at Harvard: “Our policy is not
directed against any country or doctrine but against hunger,
poverty, desperation and chaos.”2 From the Soviet per-
spective, the Marshall Plan was nothing less than capi-
talist imperialism, a thinly veiled attempt to buy the support
of the smaller European countries, which in return would
be expected to submit to economic exploitation by the
United States. A Soviet spokesman described the United
States as the “main force in the imperialist camp,” whose
ultimate goal was “the strengthening of imperialism, prepa-
ration for a new imperialist war, a struggle against social-
ism and democracy, and the support of reactionary and
anti-democratic, profascist regimes and movements.” The
Marshall Plan did not intend to shut out either the Soviet
Union or its Eastern European satellite states, but they
refused to participate. According to the Soviet view, the
Marshall Plan aimed at the “construction of a bloc of states
bound by obligations to the USA, and to guarantee the
American loans in return for the relinquishing by the Euro-
pean states of their economic and later also their political
independence.”3 The Soviets, however, were in no position

By 1947, the battlelines had been clearly drawn in the
Cold War. This selection is taken from a speech by Presi-
dent Harry S Truman to the U.S. Congress in which he
justified his request for aid to Greece and Turkey. Truman
expressed the urgent need to contain the expansion of
communism. 

l President Harry S Truman Addresses
Congress, March 12, 1947 

The peoples of a number of countries of the world have
recently had totalitarian regimes forced upon them
against their will. The Government of the United States
has made frequent protests against coercion and intimi-
dation, in violation of the Yalta agreement, in Poland,
Romania, and Bulgaria. I must also state that in a 
number of other countries there have been similar 
developments. 

At the present moment in world history nearly every
nation must choose between alternative ways of life.
The choice is too often not a free one. 

One way of life is based upon the will of the majority,
and is distinguished by free institutions, representative
government, free elections, guaranties of individual
liberty, freedom of speech and religion, and freedom
from political oppression. 

The second way of life is based upon the will of a
minority forcibly imposed upon the majority. It relies
upon terror and oppression, a controlled press and
radio, fixed elections, and the suppression of personal
freedoms. 

I believe that it must be the policy of the United States
to support free peoples who are resisting attempted subju-
gation by armed minorities or by outside pressures. 

I believe that we must assist free people to work out
their own destinies in their own way. 

I believe that our help should be primarily through
economic and financial aid which is essential to eco-
nomic stability and orderly political processes . . . . I
therefore ask the Congress for assistance to Greece and
Turkey in the amount of $400 million. 

The Truman Doctrine 

L

SOVIET RESPONSE TO THE MARSHALL PLAN. The U.S.
government believed that the Marshall Plan could rebuild
prosperity in Europe and make Europeans less susceptible
to communism. The Soviets, however, regarded the
Marshall Plan as a form of U.S. economic imperialism.
This cartoon in the Soviet magazine Krokodil shows
Europeans kneeling before their American paymaster.
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to compete financially with the United States and could do
little to counter the Marshall Plan. 

By 1947, the split in Europe between East and West
had become a fact of life. At the end of World War II, the
United States had favored a quick end to its commitments
in Europe. But American fears of Soviet aims caused the
United States to play an increasingly important role in
European affairs. In an important article in Foreign Affairs
in July 1947, George Kennan, a well-known American
diplomat with much knowledge of Soviet affairs, advo-
cated a policy of containment against further aggressive
Soviet moves. Kennan favored the “adroit and vigilant
application of counter-force at a series of constantly shift-
ing geographical and political points, corresponding to the
shifts and maneuvers of Soviet policy.” After the Soviet
blockade of Berlin in 1948, containment of the Soviet
Union became formal American policy. 

The fate of Germany also became a source of heated
contention between East and West. Besides denazification
and the partitioning of Germany (and Berlin) into four
occupied zones, the Allied powers had agreed on little else
with regard to the conquered nation. Even denazification
proceeded differently in the various zones of occupation.
The Americans and British proceeded methodically—the
British had tried two million cases by 1948—whereas the
Soviets (and French) went after major Nazi criminals and
allowed lesser officials to go free. The Soviets, hardest hit
by the war, took reparations from Germany in the form
of booty. The technology-starved Soviets dismantled and
removed to the Soviet Union 380 factories from the west-
ern zones of Berlin before transferring their control to the
Western powers. By the summer of 1946, 200 chemical,
paper, and textile factories in the Soviets’ East German
zone had likewise been shipped to the Soviet Union. At
the same time, the German Communist Party was reestab-
lished under the control of Walter Ulbricht (1893–1973)
and was soon in charge of the political reconstruction of
the Soviet zone in eastern Germany. 

Although the foreign ministers of the four occupying
powers (the United States, Soviet Union, Britain, and
France) kept meeting in an attempt to arrive at a final
peace treaty with Germany, they moved further and fur-
ther apart. At the same time, the British, French, and
Americans gradually began to merge their zones econom-
ically and, by February 1948, were making plans for the
unification of these three Western sections of Germany
and the formal creation of a West German federal gov-
ernment. The Soviets responded with a blockade of West
Berlin that allowed neither trucks nor trains to enter the
three Western zones of Berlin. The Soviets hoped to secure
economic control of all Berlin and force the Western pow-
ers to halt the creation of a separate West German state. 

The Western powers were faced with a dilemma.
Direct military confrontation seemed dangerous, and no
one wished to risk World War III. Therefore, an attempt
to break through the blockade with tanks and trucks was
ruled out. But how could the 2.5 million people in the
three Western zones of Berlin be kept alive, when the

whole city was inside the Soviet zone? The solution was
the Berlin Air Lift. At its peak, 13,000 tons of supplies were
flown to Berlin daily. The Soviets, also not wanting war,
did not interfere and finally lifted the blockade in May
1949. The blockade of Berlin had severely increased ten-
sions between the United States and the Soviet Union and
brought the separation of Germany into two states. The
West German Federal Republic was formally created in
September 1949, and a month later, a separate German
Democratic Republic was established in East Germany.
Berlin remained a divided city and the source of much
contention between East and West. 

In that same year, the Cold War spread from Europe
to the rest of the world. The victory of the Chinese Com-
munists in 1949 in the Chinese civil war created a new
Communist regime and only intensified American fears
about the spread of communism. The Soviet Union also
detonated its first atomic bomb in 1949, and all too soon
both powers were involved in an escalating arms race that
resulted in the construction of ever more destructive
nuclear weapons. Soon the search for security took the
form of mutual deterrence or the belief that an arsenal of

THE BERLIN AIR LIFT. The Berlin Air Lift enabled the
United States to fly 13,000 tons of supplies daily to
Berlin and thus break the Soviet land blockade of the
city. In this photograph, children in West Berlin are
watching another American plane arrive with supplies 
for the city. 
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nuclear weapons prevented war by assuring that even if
one nation launched its nuclear weapons in a preemp-
tive first strike, the other nation would still be able to
respond and devastate the attacker. Therefore, the
assumption was that neither side would risk using the
massive arsenals that had been assembled. 

The search for security in the new world of the Cold
War also led to the creation of military alliances. The
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was formed in
April 1949 when Belgium, Britain, Denmark, France, Ice-
land, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, and
Portugal signed a treaty with the United States and
Canada. All the powers agreed to provide mutual assis-
tance if any one of them was attacked. A few years later
West Germany, Greece, and Turkey joined NATO. 

The Eastern European states soon followed suit. In
1949, they had already formed the Council for Mutual

Economic Assistance (COMECON) for economic coop-
eration. Then in 1955, Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and the Soviet
Union organized a formal military alliance in the Warsaw
Pact. Once again, Europe was tragically divided into hos-
tile alliance systems. 

A system of military alliances spread to the rest of the
world after the United States became involved in the Korean
War in 1950. Korea had been liberated from the Japanese
in 1945, but was soon divided into two parts. The land north
of the thirty-eighth parallel became the Democratic People’s
Republic (North Korea) and was supported by the Soviet
Union. The Republic of Korea (South Korea) received aid
from the United States. On June 25, 1950, with the appar-
ent approval of Joseph Stalin, North Korean troops
invaded South Korea. The Americans, seeing this as yet
another example of Communist aggression and expansion,
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gained the support of the United Nations and intervened
by sending American troops to turn back the invasion.
By September, United Nations forces (mostly Americans
and South Koreans) under the command of General
Douglas MacArthur marched northward across the thirty-
eighth parallel with the aim of unifying Korea under a
single non-Communist government. But Mao Zedong
(1893–1976), the leader of Communist China, then sent
Chinese forces into the fray and forced MacArthur’s troops
to retreat back to South Korea. Believing that the Chi-
nese were simply the puppets of Moscow, American poli-
cymakers created an image of communism as a monolithic
force directed by the Soviet Union. When two more years
of fighting failed to produce a conclusive victory, an
armistice was finally signed in 1953. The thirty-eighth par-
allel remained the boundary line between North and
South Korea. To many Americans, the policy of contain-
ing communism had succeeded in Asia, just as it had ear-
lier in Europe, despite the cost of losing more than 50,000
men in the war. 

The Korean experience seemed to confirm American
fears of Communist expansion and reinforced American
determination to contain Soviet power. In the mid-1950s,
the administration of President Dwight D. Eisenhower
(1890–1969) adopted a policy of massive retaliation,
which advocated the full use of American nuclear bombs
to counteract even a Soviet ground attack in Europe.
Moreover, American military alliances were extended
around the world. As President Eisenhower explained:
“The freedom we cherish and defend in Europe and in the
Americas is no different from the freedom that is imperiled
in Asia.” The Central Treaty Organization (CENTO) of
Turkey, Iraq, Iran, Pakistan, Britain, and the United States
was intended to prevent the Soviet Union from expanding
at the expense of its southern neighbors. To stem Soviet
aggression in the East, the United States, Britain, France,
Pakistan, Thailand, the Philippines, Australia, and New
Zealand formed the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
(SEATO). By the mid-1950s, the United States found itself
allied militarily with forty-two states around the world. 

Despite the continued escalation of the Cold War,
hopes for a new era of peaceful coexistence also appeared.
Certainly, the death of Stalin in 1953 caused some peo-
ple in the West to think that the new Soviet leadership
might be more flexible in its policies. But this optimism
seemed premature. A summit conference at Geneva in
1955 between President Eisenhower and Nikolai Bulganin,
then leader of the Soviet government, produced no real
benefits. A year later, all talk of rapprochement between
East and West temporarily ceased when the Soviet Union
used its armed forces to crush Hungary’s attempt to assert
its independence from Soviet control. 

A crisis over Berlin also added to the tension in 
the late 1950s. In August 1957, the Soviet Union had
launched its first intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM)
and, shortly after, Sputnik I, the first space satellite. Fueled
by partisan political debate, fears of a missile gap between
the United States and the Soviet Union seized the Amer-

ican public. Nikita Khrushchev (1894–1971), the new
leader of the Soviet Union, attempted to take advantage
of the American frenzy over missiles to solve the prob-
lem of West Berlin. West Berlin had remained a “Western
island” of prosperity in the midst of the relatively poverty-
stricken East Germany. Many East Germans also managed
to escape East Germany by fleeing through West Berlin. 

In November 1958, Khrushchev announced that,
unless the West removed its forces from West Berlin within
six months, he would turn over control of the access routes
to Berlin to the East Germans. Unwilling to accept an ulti-
matum that would have abandoned West Berlin to the
Communists, Eisenhower and the West stood firm, and
Khrushchev eventually backed down. In 1961, the East
German government built a wall separating West Berlin
from East Berlin, and the Berlin issue faded. 

It was revived when John F. Kennedy (1917–1963)
became the American president. During a summit meet-
ing in Vienna in June 1961, Khrushchev threatened
Kennedy with another six-month ultimatum over West
Berlin. Kennedy left Vienna convinced of the need to deal
firmly with the Soviet Union, and Khrushchev was forced
once again to lift his six-month ultimatum. Nevertheless,
the Soviet leader was determined to achieve some for-
eign policy success and soon embarked on an even more
dangerous venture in Cuba. 

l The Cuban Missile Crisis and the 
Move toward Détente 

The Cold War confrontation between the United States
and the Soviet Union reached frightening levels during the
Cuban Missile Crisis. In 1959, a left-wing revolutionary
named Fidel Castro (b. 1927) had overthrown the Cuban
dictator Fulgencio Batista and established a Soviet-
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supported totalitarian regime. In 1961, an American-
supported attempt (the “Bay of Pigs” incident) to over-
throw Castro’s regime ended in utter failure. The next 
year, in 1962, the Soviet Union decided to place nuclear
missiles in Cuba. The United States was not prepared to
allow nuclear weapons to be within such close striking 
distance of the American mainland, even though it had
placed nuclear weapons in Turkey within easy range of the
Soviet Union. Khrushchev was quick to point out that
“your rockets are in Turkey. You are worried by Cuba . . .
because it is 90 miles from the American coast. But Turkey
is next to us.”4 When American intelligence discovered
that a Soviet fleet carrying missiles was heading to Cuba,
President Kennedy decided to blockade Cuba and pre-
vent the fleet from reaching its destination. This approach
to the problem had the benefit of delaying confrontation
and giving each side time to find a peaceful solution (see

the box above). Khrushchev agreed to turn back the fleet
if Kennedy pledged not to invade Cuba. In a concilia-
tory letter to Kennedy, Khrushchev wrote, “We and you
ought not to pull on the ends of the rope in which you
have tied the knot of war, because the more the two of
us pull, the tighter that knot will be tied. And a moment
may come when that knot will be tied too tight that even
he who tied it will not have the strength to untie it. . . . Let
us not only relax the forces pulling on the ends of the
rope, let us take measures to untie that knot. We are ready
for this.”5

The Cuban Missile Crisis brought the world fright-
eningly close to nuclear war. Indeed, in 1992 a high-
ranking Soviet officer revealed that short-range rockets
armed with nuclear devices would have been used againt
American troops if the United States had invaded Cuba,
an option that President Kennedy fortunately had rejected.

The Cuban Missile Crisis was one of the sobering experi-
ences of the Cold War. It led the two superpowers to seek
new ways to lessen the tensions between them. This ver-
sion of the events is taken from the memoirs of Nikita
Khrushchev. 

l Khrushchev Remembers 

I will explain what the Caribbean crisis of October 1962,
was all about. . . . At the time that Fidel Castro led his
revolution to victory and entered Havana with his
troops, we had no idea what political course his regime
would follow. . . . All the while the Americans had been
watching Castro closely. At first they thought that the
capitalist underpinnings of the Cuban economy would
remain intact. So by the time Castro announced that he
was going to put Cuba on the road toward Socialism, the
Americans had already missed their chance to do any
thing about it by simply exerting their influence: there
were no longer any forces left which could be organized
to fight on America’s behalf in Cuba. That left only one
alternative—invasion! . . .

After Castro’s crushing victory over the counterrevolu-
tionaries we intensified our military aid to Cuba. . . . We
were sure that the Americans would never reconcile
themselves to the existence of Castro’s Cuba. They
feared, as much as we hoped, that a Socialist Cuba
might become a magnet that would attract other Latin
American countries to Socialism. . . . It was clear to me
that we might very well lose Cuba if we didn’t take some
decisive steps in her defense. . . . We had to think up
some way of confronting America with more than words.
We had to establish a tangible and effective deterrent 
to American interference in the Caribbean. But what
exactly? The logical answer was missiles. We knew that

American missiles were aimed against us in Turkey and
Italy, to say nothing of West Germany. . . . My thinking
went like this: if we installed the missiles secretly and
then if the United States discovered the missiles were
there after they were already poised and ready to
strike, the Americans would think twice before trying to
liquidate our installations by military means. . . . I want
to make one thing absolutely clear: when we put our
ballistic missiles in Cuba we had no desire to start a
war. On the contrary, our principal aim was only to
deter America from starting a war. . . .

President Kennedy issued an ultimatum, demanding
that we remove our missiles and bombers from Cuba.
. . . We sent the Americans a note saying that we agreed
to remove our missiles and bombers on the condition
that the President give us his assurance that there would
be no invasion of Cuba by the forces of the United States
or anybody else. Finally Kennedy gave in and agreed to
make a statement giving us such an assurance. . . . It had
been, to say the least, an interesting and challenging
situation. The two most powerful nations of the world
had been squared off against each other, each with its
finger on the button. You’d have thought that war was
inevitable. But both sides showed that if the desire to
avoid war is strong enough, even the most pressing dis-
pute can be solved by compromise. And a compromise
over Cuba was indeed found. The episode ended in a
triumph of common sense. . . . It was a great victory for
us, though, that we had been able to extract from
Kennedy a promise that neither America nor any of her
allies would invade Cuba. . . . The Caribbean crisis was a
triumph of Soviet foreign policy and a personal triumph
in my own career as a statesman and as a member of the
collective leadership. We achieved, I would say, a spec-
tacular success without having to fire a single shot! 

The Cuban Missile Crisis: Khrushchev’s Perspective 

L
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The intense feeling that the world might have been anni-
hilated in a few days had a profound influence on both
sides. A hotline communications system between Moscow
and Washington was installed in 1963 to expedite rapid
communications between the two superpowers in a time
of crisis. In the same year, the two powers agreed to ban
nuclear tests in the atmosphere, a step that at least served
to lessen the tensions between the two nations. 

/ THE VIETNAM WAR

By that time, the United States had also been drawn into
a new confrontation that had an important impact on the
Cold War—the Vietnam War. After Vietnamese forces had
defeated their French colonial masters in 1954, Vietnam
had been divided. A strongly nationalistic regime in the
north under Ho Chi Minh (1890–1969) received Soviet aid,
while American sponsors worked to establish a pro-
Western regime in South Vietnam. President Kennedy
maintained Eisenhower’s policy of providing military and
financial aid to the regime of Ngo Dinh Diem, the autocratic
ruler of South Vietnam. But the Kennedy administration
grew increasingly disenchanted with the Diem regime,
which was corrupt and seemed incapable of gaining any
strong support from the people. From the American point

of view, this lack of support simply undermined the ability
of the South Vietnamese government to deal with the Viet-
cong, the South Vietnamese Communist guerrillas who were
being supported by the North Vietnamese. In November
1963, the American government supported a military coup
that overthrew the Diem regime. However, the new military
government seemed even less able to govern the country. 

In 1964, under President Lyndon B. Johnson
(1908–1973), increasing numbers of American troops were
sent to Vietnam to defeat the Vietcong and keep the Com-
munist regime of the north from uniting the entire country
under its control. Although nationalism played a powerful
role in this conflict, American policymakers saw it in terms
of a domino theory concerning the spread of communism.
If the Communists succeeded in Vietnam, so the argument
went, all the other countries in Asia freeing themselves
from colonial domination would fall (like dominoes) to
communism. 

Despite their massive superiority in equipment and
firepower, American forces failed to prevail over the per-
sistence of the North Vietnamese and especially the Viet-
cong. These guerrilla forces were extremely effective
against American troops. Natives of Vietnam, they were
able to live off the land, disappear among the people, and
attack when least expected. Many South Vietnamese vil-
lagers were so opposed to their own government that they
sheltered and supported the Vietcong. 

The growing number of American troops sent to Viet-
nam soon produced a persistent antiwar movement in the
United States, especially among college students of draft
age. The mounting destruction and increasing brutaliza-
tion of the war, brought into American homes every
evening on television, also turned American public opin-
ion against the war. Finally, in 1973 President Richard
Nixon (1913–1994) reached an agreement with North
Vietnam that allowed the United States to withdraw its
forces. Within two years, Vietnam had been forcibly
reunited by Communist armies from the North. 

Despite the success of the North Vietnamese Com-
munists, the domino theory proved unfounded. A noisy rup-
ture between Communist China and the Soviet Union put
an end to the idea of a monolithic communism directed
by Moscow. Under President Nixon, American relations
with China were resumed. New nations in Southeast Asia
also managed to avoid Communist governments. Above all,
Vietnam helped to show the limitations of American power.
By the end of the Vietnam War, a new era in American-
Soviet relations—known as détente—had begun to emerge. 

◆ Recovery and Renewal 
in Europe 

At the height of Nazi success in 1942, a new era of bar-
barism seemed to challenge the very existence of Euro-
pean civilization. But Europeans made a remarkable
recovery, and within a few years after the defeat of Ger-

THE VIETNAM WAR. Between 1964 and 1973, U.S.
troops fought against Vietcong guerrillas and North
Vietnamese regular forces until they were finally with-
drawn as a result of the Paris Agreement reached in
January 1973. Shown here are U.S. troops after a
Vietcong attack. The helicopter that is arriving would
soon remove the American wounded from the battlefield.
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many and Italy, economic revival brought a renewed
growth to European society, although major differences
remained between Western and Eastern Europe. More-
over, many Europeans, who had feared that Euro-
pean states would suffer tremendously from the loss 
of their colonies, found that they could even adjust to 
decolonization. 

l The End of European Colonies 

Not only did World War II leave Europe in ruins, but it
also cost Europe its supremacy in world affairs. World War
I had initiated nationalistic movements against colonial
rule, and World War II greatly accelerated this process.
The Japanese had already humiliated the Western states
by overrunning their colonial empires during the war. In
addition, colonial soldiers who had fought on behalf of the
Allies were well aware that Allied war aims included the
principle of self-determination for the peoples of the world.
Equally important to the process of decolonization after
the war, the power of the European states had been de-

stroyed by the exhaustive struggles of World War II. The
greatest colonial empire builder, Great Britain, no longer
had the energy or wealth to maintain its colonial empire
after the war and quickly sought to let its colonies go.
Given the combination of circumstances, a rush of decol-
onization swept through the world. Between 1947 and
1962, virtually every colony achieved independence and
attained statehood. Although some colonial powers will-
ingly relinquished their control, others, especially the
French, had to be driven out by national wars of liberation
(see the box on p. 856). Decolonization was a difficult and
even bitter process, but it created a new world as the non-
Western states ended the long-held ascendancy of the
Western nations. 

In Asia, the United States initiated the process of
decolonization in 1946 when it granted independence to
the Philippines. Britain soon followed suit with its oldest
and largest nonwhite possession—India. The conflict
between India’s Hindu and Muslim populations was
solved by forming two states, a mostly Hindu India and a 
predominantly Muslim Pakistan in 1947. In 1948, Britain
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granted independence to Ceylon (modern Sri Lanka) and
Burma (modern Myanmar). When the Dutch failed to
reestablish control over the Dutch East Indies, Indone-
sia emerged as an independent nation in 1949. The French
effort to remain in Indochina led to a bloody struggle with
the Vietminh, Vietnamese nationalist guerrillas, led by Ho
Chi Minh, the Communist and nationalist leader of the
Vietnamese. After their defeat in 1954, the French granted
independence to Laos and Cambodia, and Vietnam was
temporarily divided in anticipation of elections in 1956
that would decide its fate. But the elections were never
held, and the division of Vietnam by Communist and pro-
Western regimes eventually led to the Vietnam War. 

In the midst of the decolonization of Asia, the
Nationalist Chinese under Chiang Kai-Shek (1887–1975)

and the Communists under Mao Zedong were fighting a
bloody civil war. Mao’s victory in 1949 led to the creation
of a powerful Communist state in Asia. 

In the Middle East and North Africa, Arab nation-
alism was a powerful factor in ending colonial empires.
Some Arab states had already become independent before
the end of World War II. Now they were joined by other
free Arab states, but not without considerable bloodshed
and complications. When the British left Palestine in 1947,
the United Nations voted to create both an Arab state and
a Jewish state. When the Arabs attempted to destroy the
new Israeli state, Israel’s victories secured its existence.
But the problem of the Palestinian refugees, supported by
existing Arab states, created an Arab-Israeli conflict that
has lasted to this day. 

Born in French Martinique, Frantz Fanon (1925–1961)
studied psychiatry in France. His work as head of a psy-
chiatric hospital in Algeria led him to favor violence as a
necessary instrument to overthrow Western imperialism,
which to Fanon was itself rooted in violence. The
Wretched of the Earth, published in 1961, provided an
argument for national liberation movements in the Third
World. In the last part of the book, Fanon discussed the
problem of mental disorders that arose from Algeria’s war
of national liberation. 

l The Wretched of the Earth 
Colonial War and Mental Disorders, Series B 

We have here brought together certain cases or groups
of cases in which the event giving rise to the illness is in
the first place the atmosphere of total war which reigns
in Algeria. 

Case No. 1: The murder by two young Algerians, thir-
teen and fourteen years old respectively, of their European
playmate. 

We had been asked to give expert medical advice in a
legal matter. Two young Algerians thirteen and fourteen
years old, pupils in a secondary school, were accused of
having killed one of their European schoolmates. They
admitted having done it. The crime was reconstructed,
and photos were added to the record. Here one of the
children could be seen holding the victim while the
other struck at him with a knife. The little defendants
did not go back on their declarations. We had long con-
versations with them. We here reproduce the most char-
acteristic of their remarks: 
The boy fourteen years old:

This young defendant was in marked contrast to his
school fellow. He was already almost a man, and an
adult in his muscular control, his appearance, and the
content of his replies. He did not deny having killed

either. Why had he killed! He did not reply to the ques-
tion but asked me had I ever seen a European in prison.
Had there ever been a European arrested and sent to
prison after the murder of an Algerian? I replied that in
fact I had never seen any Europeans in prison. 

“And yet there are Algerians killed every day, aren’t
there?” 

“Yes.” 
“So why are only Algerians found in the prisons? Can

you explain that to me?” 
“No. But tell me why you killed this boy who was

your friend.” 
“I’ll tell you why. You’ve heard tell of the Rivet busi-

ness?” [Rivet was a village near Algiers where in 1956
the French militia dragged forty men from their own
beds and afterward murdered them.] 

“Yes.”
“Two of my family were killed then. At home, they

said that the French had sworn to kill us all, one after
the other. And did they arrest a single Frenchman for all
those Algerians who were killed?” 

“I don’t know.” 
“Well, nobody at all was arrested. I wanted to take to

the mountains, but I was too young. So [my friend] and
I said we’d kill a European.” 

“Why?” 
“In your opinion, what should we have done?” 
“I don’t know. But you are a child and what is hap-

pening concerns grown-up people.” 
“But they kill children too.” 
“That is no reason for killing your friend.” 
“Well, kill him I did. Now you can do what you like.” 
“Had your friend done anything to harm you?” 
“Not a thing.” 
“Well?” 
“Well, there you are.” 

Frantz Fanon and the Wretched of the Earth 

L
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ALGERIAN INDEPENDENCE. Although the French
wanted to retain control of their Algerian colony, 
a bloody war of liberation finally led to Algeria’s
freedom. This photograph shows a group of 
Algerians celebrating the announcement of
independence on July 3, 1962. 
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In North Africa, the French, who were simply not
strong enough to maintain control of their far-flung colo-
nial empire, granted full independence to Morocco and
Tunisia in 1956. Since Algeria was home to two million
French settlers, however, France chose to retain its domin-
ion there. But a group of Algerian nationalists organized
the National Liberation Front (FLN) and in 1954 initi-
ated a guerrilla war to liberate their homeland. The French
people became so divided over this war that the French
leader, Charles de Gaulle, accepted the inevitable and
granted Algerian independence in 1962. 

Decolonization in Africa south of the Sahara took
place less turbulently. Ghana proclaimed its independence
in 1957, and by 1960, almost all French and British pos-
sessions in Africa had gained their freedom. In 1960, the
Belgians freed the Congo (the modern Democratic Repub-
lic of the Congo, formerly Zaire). The Portuguese held on
stubbornly but were also driven out of Africa by 1975.

Nevertheless, the continuing European economic presence
in sub-Saharan Africa led radicals to accuse Europeans of
“neocolonial” attitudes. 

Although expectations ran high in the new states,
they soon found themselves beset with problems of
extreme poverty and antagonistic tribal groups that felt lit-
tle loyalty to the new nations. These states come to be
known collectively as the “Third World” (the “First World”
consisted of the advanced industrial countries—Japan and
the states of Western Europe and North America—and the
“Second World” comprised the Soviet Union and its satel-
lites). Their status as “backward” nations led many Third
World countries to modernize by pursuing Western tech-
nology and industrialization. In many instances, this has
basically meant that these peoples have had to adjust to
the continuing imposition of Western institutions and val-
ues upon their societies. 
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l The Soviet Union: From Stalin 
to Khrushchev 

World War II devastated the Soviet Union. To create a
new industrial base, Stalin returned to the method that he
had used in the 1930s—the acquisition of development
capital from Soviet labor. Working hard for little pay, poor
housing, and precious few consumer goods, Soviet labor-
ers were expected to produce goods for export with little
in return for themselves. The incoming capital from abroad
could then be used to purchase machinery and Western
technology. The loss of millions of men in the war meant
that much of this tremendous workload fell upon Soviet
women. Almost 40 percent of heavy manual labor was per-
formed by women. 

Economic recovery in the Soviet Union was nothing
less than spectacular. By 1947, Russian industrial pro-
duction had attained prewar levels; three years later, it had
surpassed them by 40 percent. New power plants, canals,
and giant factories were built, and new industries and oil
fields were established in Siberia and Soviet central Asia.
Stalin’s newly announced five-year plan of 1946 reached
its goals in less than five years. 

Although Stalin’s economic policy was successful in
promoting growth in heavy industry, primarily for the ben-
efit of the military, consumer goods were scarce. While the
development of thermonuclear weapons in 1953, MIG fight-
ers from 1950 to 1953, and the first space satellite (Sputnik)
in 1957 elevated the Soviet state’s reputation as a world
power abroad, the Soviet people were shortchanged domes-
tically. Heavy industry grew at a rate three times that of per-
sonal consumption. Moreover, the housing shortage was
acute. A British military attaché in Moscow reported that
“all houses, practically without exception, show lights from
every window after dark. This seems to indicate that every
room is both a living room by day and a bedroom by night.
There is no place in overcrowded Moscow for the luxury
of eating and sleeping in separate rooms.”6

To sustain the war effort against the Germans, Stalin
had fostered superpatriotism among all Soviets, but found
that contact with Western ways during the war had shaken
many people’s belief in the superiority of the Soviet sys-
tem. Returning Soviet soldiers brought back stories of the
prosperity of the West, and the obvious disparity between
the Western and Soviet systems led to a “crisis of faith” for
many young Communists. Partly for this reason, Stalin
imprisoned many soldiers, who were simply shipped from
German concentration camps to Soviet concentration
camps. In Stalin’s view, Western influence was a threat
to Communist ideals. 

When World War II ended in 1945, Stalin had been
in power for more than fifteen years. During that time,
he had removed all opposition to his rule and remained
the undisputed master of the Soviet Union. Other lead-
ing members of the Communist Party were completely
obedient to his will. Increasingly distrustful of competitors,
Stalin exercised sole authority and pitted his subordinates
against one another. 

Stalin’s morbid suspicions fueled the constantly
increasing repression that was a characteristic of his
regime. In 1946, the government decreed that all liter-
ary and scientific works must conform to the political
needs of the state. Along with this anti-intellectual cam-
paign came political terror. A new series of purges seemed
imminent in 1953 when a number of Jewish doctors were
implicated in a spurious plot to kill high-level party offi-
cials. Only Stalin’s death on March 5, 1953, prevented
more bloodletting. 

A new collective leadership succeeded Stalin until
Nikita Khrushchev emerged as the chief Soviet policy-
maker. Khrushchev had been responsible for ending the
system of forced-labor camps, a regular feature of So-
viet life under Stalin. At the Twentieth Congress of the 
Communist Party in 1956, Khrushchev condemned Stalin
for his “administrative violence, mass repression, and ter-
ror” (see the box on p. 860). 

Once in power, Khrushchev took steps to undo
some of the worst features of Stalin’s repressive regime.
A certain degree of intellectual freedom was now per-
mitted; Khrushchev said that “readers should be given
the chance to make their own judgments” regarding the
acceptability of controversial literature and that “police
measures shouldn’t be used.”7 In 1962, he allowed the
publication of Alexander Solzhenitsyn’s A Day in the Life
of Ivan Denisovich, a grim portrayal of the horrors of the
forced-labor camps. Most importantly, Khrushchev
extended the process of destalinization by reducing the
powers of the secret police, freeing a number of politi-
cal prisoners, and closing some of the Siberian prison
camps. Nevertheless, when Khrushchev’s revelations
about Stalin at the Twentieth Congress created turmoil in
Communist ranks everywhere and encouraged a spirit of
rebellion in Soviet satellite countries in Eastern Europe,
there was a reaction. Soviet troops crushed an uprising
in Hungary in 1956 (see the next section on Eastern
Europe), and Khrushchev and the Soviet leaders, fearful
of further undermining the basic foundations of the
regime, downplayed their campaign of destalinization. 

Economically, Khrushchev tried to place more em-
phasis on light industry and consumer goods. Likewise, he
encouraged the decentralization of agriculture by allowing
more local decision making with less interference from
Moscow. Khrushchev’s attempts to increase agricultural
output by growing corn and cultivating vast lands east of
the Ural Mountains proved less successful and damaged
his reputation within the party. These failures, combined
with increased military spending, hurt the Soviet economy.
The industrial growth rate, which had soared in the early
1950s, now declined dramatically from 13 percent in 1953
to 7.5 percent in 1964. 

Khrushchev’s personality also did not endear him 
to the higher Soviet officials who frowned at his tendency
to crack jokes and play the clown. Nor were the higher
members of the party bureaucracy pleased when
Khrushchev tried to curb their privileges. Foreign pol- 
icy failures caused additional damage to Khrushchev’s 
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reputation among his colleagues. His rash plan to place
missiles in Cuba was the final straw. While he was away on
vacation in 1964, a special meeting of the Soviet Politburo
voted him out of office (because of “deteriorating health”)
and forced him into retirement. Although a group of lead-
ers succeeded him, real power came into the hands 
of Leonid Brezhnev (1906–1982), the “trusted” supporter of
Khrushchev who had engineered his downfall. 

l Eastern Europe: Behind the Iron Curtain 

At the end of World War II, Soviet military forces had
occupied all of Eastern Europe and the Balkans (except
Greece, Albania, and Yugoslavia). All of the occupied
states came to be part of the Soviet sphere of influence
and, after 1945, experienced similar political develop-
ments. Coalitions of all political parties (except fascist or
right-wing parties) were formed to run the government, but

within a year or two, the Communist parties in these coali-
tions had assumed the lion’s share of power. The next step
was the creation of one-party Communist governments.
The timetables in these takeovers varied from country to
country, but between 1945 and 1947, Communist gov-
ernments became firmly entrenched in East Germany, Bul-
garia, Romania, Poland, and Hungary. In Czechoslovakia,
which had a strong tradition of democratic institutions, the
Communists did not achieve their goals until 1948. In the
elections of 1946, the Communist Party of Czechoslo-
vakia had become the largest party. But it was not all-
powerful and shared control of the government with 
the non-Communist parties. When it appeared that the 
latter might win new elections early in 1948, the Com-
munists seized control of the government on February 25.
All other parties were dissolved, and Klement Gottwald,
the leader of the Communists, became the new president
of Czechoslovakia. 

Three years after the death of Stalin, the new Soviet
premier, Nikita Khrushchev, addressed the Twentieth
Congress of the Communist Party and denounced the
former Soviet dictator for his crimes. This denunciation
was the beginning of a policy of destalinization.

l Nikita Khrushchev Addresses the Twentieth
Party Congress, February 1956 

Comrades, . . . quite a lot has been said about the cult of
the individual and about its harmful consequences. . . .
The cult of the person of Stalin . . . became at a certain
specific stage the source of a whole series of exceedingly
serious and grave perversions of Party principles, of
Party democracy, of revolutionary legality. 

Stalin absolutely did not tolerate collegiality in lead-
ership and in work and . . . practiced brutal violence,
not only toward everything which opposed him, but 
also toward that which seemed to his capricious and
despotic character, contrary to his concepts. 

Stalin abandoned the method of ideological struggle
for that of administrative violence, mass repressions and
terror. . . . Arbitrary behavior by one person encouraged
and permitted arbitrariness in others. Mass arrests and
deportations of many thousands of people, execution
without trial and without normal investigation created
conditions of insecurity, fear and even desperation. 

Stalin showed in a whole series of cases his intoler-
ance, his brutality and his abuse of power. . . . He often
chose the path of repression and annihilation, not only
against actual enemies, but also against individuals who
had not committed any crimes against the Party and the
Soviet government. . . . 

Many Party, Soviet and economic activists who were
branded in 1937—8 as “enemies” were actually never
enemies, spies, wreckers and so on, but were always
honest communists; they were only so stigmatized, and
often, no longer able to bear barbaric tortures, they
charged themselves (at the order of the investigative
judges-falsifiers) with all kinds of grave and unlikely
crimes. 

This was the result of the abuse of power by Stalin,
who began to use mass terror against the Party cadres. 
. . . Stalin put the Party and the NKVD [the secret
police] up to the use of mass terror when the exploiting
classes had been liquidated in our country and when
there were no serious reasons for the use of extraordi-
nary mass terror. The terror was directed . . . against the
honest workers of the Party and the Soviet state. . . . 

Stalin was a very distrustful man, sickly suspicious.
. . . Everywhere and in everything he saw “enemies,”
“two-facers” and “spies.” Possessing unlimited power,
he indulged in great willfulness and choked a person
morally and physically. A situation was created where
one could not express one’s own will. When Stalin said
that one or another would be arrested, it was necessary
to accept on faith that he was an “enemy of the people.”
What proofs were offered? The confession of the
arrested. . . . How is it possible that a person confesses
to crimes that he had not committed? Only in one way
—because of application of physical methods of pressur-
ing him, tortures, bringing him to a state of unconscious-
ness, deprivation of his judgment, taking away of his
human dignity. 

Khrushchev Denounces Stalin 

L
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Albania and Yugoslavia were notable exceptions to
this progression of Soviet dominance in Eastern Europe.
Both had had strong Communist resistance movements
during the war, and in both countries, the Communist
Party simply took over power when the war ended. In
Albania, local Communists established a rigidly Stalinist
regime, but one that grew increasingly independent of the
Soviet Union. 

In Yugoslavia, Josip Broz, known as Tito (1892–
1980), leader of the Communist resistance movement,
seemed to be a loyal Stalinist. After the war, however, he
moved toward the establishment of an independent Com-
munist state in Yugoslavia. Stalin hoped to take control
of Yugoslavia, just as he had done in other Eastern Euro-
pean countries, but Tito refused to capitulate to Stalin’s
demands and gained the support of the people by por-
traying the struggle as one of Yugoslav national freedom.
In 1958, the Yugoslav party congress asserted that
Yugoslav Communists did not see themselves as deviating
from communism, only Stalinism. They considered their
way closer to the Marxist-Leninist ideal. This included a
more decentralized economic and political system in which
workers could manage themselves and local communes
could exercise some political power. 

Between 1948 and Stalin’s death in 1953, the East-
ern European satellite states followed a policy of Stalin-
ization. They instituted Soviet-type five-year plans with
emphasis on heavy industry rather than consumer goods.
They began to collectivize agriculture. They eliminated all

non-Communist parties and established the institutions 
of repression—secret police and military forces. But com-
munism—a foreign product—had not developed deep
roots among the peoples of Eastern Europe. Moreover,
Soviet economic exploitation of Eastern Europe made
living conditions harsh for most people. The Soviets
demanded reparations from their defeated wartime ene-
mies Bulgaria, Romania, and Hungary—often in the form
of confiscated plants and factories removed to the Soviet
Union—and forced all of the Eastern European states to
trade with the Soviet Union to the latter’s advantage. 

After Stalin’s death, many Eastern European states
began to pursue a new, more nationalistically oriented
course, as the new Soviet leaders, including Khrushchev,
interfered less in the internal affairs of their satellites. But
in the late 1950s and 1960s, the Soviet Union also made
it clear, particularly in Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslo-
vakia, that it would not allow its Eastern European satel-
lites to become independent of Soviet control. 

In 1956, after the circulation of Khrushchev’s
denunciation of Stalin, protests—especially by workers—
erupted in Poland. In response, the Polish Communist
Party adopted a series of reforms in October 1956 and
elected Wladyslaw Gomulka (1905–1982) as first sec-
retary. Gomulka declared that Poland had the right to 
follow its own socialist path. Fearful of Soviet armed
response, however, the Poles compromised. Poland
pledged to remain loyal to the Warsaw Pact, and the
Soviets agreed to allow Poland to follow its own path to

KHRUSHCHEV’S VISIT TO YUGOSLAVIA. The leadership of
Nikita Khrushchev appeared for a while to open the door
to more flexible Soviet policies. In 1955, he visited
Yugoslavia in an attempt to improve relations with a

Communist state that had deviated from Soviet policies.
Khrushchev is shown here making a conciliatory speech
with Marshall Tito, the leader of Yugoslavia, looking on. 
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socialism. The Catholic church, an extremely important
institution to many Poles, was also permitted to admin-
ister its own affairs. 

The developments in Poland in 1956 inspired
national Communists in Hungary to seek the same kinds
of reforms and independence. Intense debates eventu-
ally resulted in the ouster of the ruling Stalinist and the
selection of Imry Nagy (1896–1958) as the new Hungar-
ian leader. Internal dissent, however, was not directed sim-
ply against the Soviets, but against communism in general,
which was viewed as a creation of the Soviets, not the
Hungarians. The Stalinist secret police had also bred much
terror and hatred. This dissatisfaction, combined with eco-
nomic difficulties, created a situation ripe for revolt. In
order to quell the rising rebellion, Nagy declared Hungary
a free nation on November 1, 1956. He promised free elec-
tions, and the mood of the country made it clear that this
could mean the end of Communist rule in Hungary. But
Khrushchev was in no position at home to allow a mem-
ber of the Communist flock to leave. Just three days after
Nagy’s declaration, the Red Army attacked the capital city
of Budapest (see the box on p. 863). The Soviets rees-
tablished control over the country, and János Kádár
(1912–1989), a reform-minded cabinet minister, replaced
Nagy and worked with the Soviets to squash the revolt. By
collaborating with the Soviet invaders, Kádár saved many
of Nagy’s economic reforms. 

The developments in Poland and Hungary in 1956
did not generate similar revolts in Czechoslovakia. The
“Little Stalin,” Antonin Novotny (1904–1975), placed in
power in 1952 by Stalin himself, remained firmly in con-
trol. By the late 1960s, however, Novotny had alienated
many members of his own party and was particularly
resented by Czechoslovakia’s writers, such as the play-
wright Vaclav Havel (b. 1936). A writers’ rebellion late in
1967, in fact, led to Novotny’s resignation. In January
1968, Alexander Dubcek (1921–1992) was elected first
secretary of the Communist Party and soon introduced a
number of reforms, including freedom of speech and press,
freedom to travel abroad, and a relaxation of secret police

activities. Dubcek hoped to create “communism with a
human face.” A period of euphoria erupted that came to
be known as the “Prague Spring.” 

It proved to be short-lived. This euphoria had led
many to call for more far-reaching reforms, including neu-
trality and withdrawal from the Soviet bloc. To forestall the
spreading of this “spring” fever, the Red Army invaded
Czechoslovakia in August of 1968 and crushed the reform
movement. Gustav Husák (b. 1913), a committed nonre-
formist, replaced Dubcek, crushed his reforms, and main-
tained the old order until the end of 1987. 

l Western Europe: The Revival of
Democracy and the Economy 

All the countries of Western Europe faced similar kinds of
problems at the end of World War II. They needed to
rebuild their economies, recreate their democratic institu-
tions, and face the growth of Communist parties. 

The important role that Communists had played in
the resistance movements against the Nazis gained them
a new respectability and strength once the war was over.
Communist parties did well in elections in Italy and France
in 1946 and 1947 and even showed strength in some
countries, such as Belgium and the Netherlands, where
they had not been much of a political factor before the war.
But Communist success was short-lived. After the hard-
ening of the divisions in the Cold War, their advocacy of
Soviet policies hurt the Communist parties at home, and
their support began to dwindle. The Communist Party in
Belgium, for example, received 14 percent of the vote in
1946, but only 4 percent in the 1960s. Only in France and
Italy, where social inequities remained their focus, did
Communist parties still garner significant support—about
25 percent of the vote. 

As part of their electoral strategy, Communist parties
had often joined forces with other left-wing parties, such
as the Social Democrats. The Socialist parties had also
fared well immediately after the war as the desire to over-
throw the old order led to the abandonment of conserva-
tive parties. But support for the Socialists soon waned.
In France, for example, Socialists won 23 percent of the
vote in 1945, but 18 percent in 1946 and only 12.6 per-
cent in 1962. The Cold War also hurt the cause of social-
ism. Socialist parties had originally been formed in the late
nineteenth century as Marxist parties, and their identifi-
cation with Communist parties in postwar coalitions cost
them dearly. In the late 1950s, many Socialist parties on
the Continent perceived the need to eliminate their old
doctrinal emphasis on class struggle and began to call
for social justice and liberty. Although they advocated eco-
nomic and social planning, they no longer demanded the
elimination of the capitalist system. 

By 1950, moderate political parties had made a
remarkable comeback in Western Europe. Especially
important was the rise of Christian Democratic parties. The
new Christian Democrats were not connected to the pre-
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war church-based parties that had been advocates of
church interests and had crusaded against both liberal and
socialist causes. The new Christian Democrats were sin-
cerely interested in democracy and in significant economic
reforms. They were especially strong in Italy and Germany
and played a particularly important role in achieving
Europe’s economic restoration. 

Western European countries recovered relatively
rapidly from the devastation of World War II. No doubt,
the Marshall Plan played a significant role in this process.
Between 1947 and 1950, European countries received
$9.4 billion to be used for new equipment and raw mate-
rials. By 1950, industrial output in Europe was 30 percent
above prewar levels. Between 1947 and 1950, steel pro-
duction alone expanded by 70 percent. And this economic
recovery continued well into the 1950s and 1960s. The
decades of the 1950s and 1960s were periods of dramatic
economic growth and prosperity in Western Europe.
Indeed, Western Europe experienced virtually full employ-
ment during these decades. 

SOVIET INVASION OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 1968. The
attempt of Alexander Dubcek, the new first secretary of
the Communist Party, to liberalize Communist rule in
Czechoslovakia failed when Soviet troops invaded and
crushed the reform movement. This photograph shows a
confrontation between Soviet tanks and Czechs in Prague.
The tanks won. 

Developments in Poland in 1956 inspired the Communist
leaders of Hungary to begin to remove their country from
Soviet control. But there were limits to Khrushchev’s toler-
ance, and he sent Soviet troops to crush Hungary’s move-
ment for independence. The first selection is a statement
by the Soviet government justifying the use of Soviet
troops; the second is a brief and tragic final statement
from Imry Nagy, the Hungarian leader. 

l Statement of the Soviet Government, 
October 30, 1956 

The Soviet Government regards it as indispensable to
make a statement in connection with the events in 
Hungary. 

The course of the events has shown that the working
people of Hungary, who have achieved great progress on
the basis of their people’s democratic order, correctly
raise the question of the necessity of eliminating serious
shortcomings in the field of economic building, the fur-
ther raising of the material well-being of the population,
and the struggle against bureaucratic excesses in the
state apparatus. 

However, this just and progressive movement of the
working people was soon joined by forces of black reac-
tion and counterrevolution, which are trying to take
advantage of the discontent of part of the working peo-
ple to undermine the foundations of the people’s demo-
cratic order in Hungary and to restore the old landlord
and capitalist order. 

The Soviet Government and all the Soviet people
deeply regret that the development of events in Hungary

has led to bloodshed. On the request of the Hungarian
People’s Government the Soviet Government consented
to the entry into Budapest of the Soviet Army units to
assist the Hungarian People’s Army and the Hungarian
authorities to establish order in the town. 

l The Last Message of Imry Nagy,
November 4, 1956

This fight is the fight for freedom by the Hungarian peo-
ple against the Russian intervention, and it is possible
that I shall only be able to stay at my post for one or two
hours. The whole world will see how the Russian armed
forces, contrary to all treaties and conventions, are
crushing the resistance of the Hungarian people. They
will also see how they are kidnapping the Prime Minis-
ter of a country which is a Member of the United
Nations, taking him from the capital, and therefore it
cannot be doubted at all that this is the most brutal form
of intervention. I should like in these last moments to
ask the leaders of the revolution, if they can, to leave the
country. I ask that all that I have said in my broadcast,
and what we have agreed on with the revolutionary
leaders during meetings in Parliament, should be put in
a memorandum, and the leaders should turn to all the
peoples of the world for help and explain that today it is
Hungary and tomorrow, or the day after tomorrow, it will
be the turn of other countries because the imperialism of
Moscow does not know borders, and is only trying to
play for time. 

Soviet Repression in Eastern Europe: Hungary, 1956 
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/ FRANCE: THE DOMINATION OF DE GAULLE 

The history of France for nearly a quarter century after 
the war was dominated by one man—Charles de Gaulle
(1890–1970)—who possessed an unshakable faith that he
had a historical mission to reestablish the greatness of 
the French nation. During the war, de Gaulle had assumed
leadership of some resistance groups and played an impor-
tant role in ensuring the establishment of a French provi-
sional government after the war. The creation of the Fourth
Republic, with a return to a parliamentary system based
on parties that de Gaulle considered weak, led him to with-
draw from politics. Eventually, he formed the “French Pop-
ular Movement,” a decidedly rightist organization. It
blamed the parties for France’s political mess and called
for an even stronger presidency, a goal that de Gaulle
finally achieved in 1958. 

The fragile political stability of the Fourth Republic
had been badly shaken by the Algerian crisis. The French
army had suffered defeat in Indochina in 1954 and was
determined to resist Algerian demands for independence.
But a strong antiwar movement among French intellec-
tuals and church leaders led to bitter divisions within
France. The army’s unwillingness to accept anything but
complete victory in Algeria led some French army officers
to instigate a revolt against their own government and
open the door to the possibility of civil war in France. The
panic-stricken leaders of the Fourth Republic offered to 
let de Gaulle take over the government and revise the
constitution. 

In 1958, de Gaulle immediately drafted a new con-
stitution for the Fifth Republic that greatly enhanced the
power of the president, who now had the right to choose
the prime minister, dissolve parliament, and supervise
both defense and foreign policy. DeGaulle had always
believed in strong leadership, and the new Fifth Repub-
lic was by no means a democratic system. As the new pres-
ident, de Gaulle sought to return France to the position
of a great power. He believed that playing a pivotal role in
the Cold War might enhance France’s stature. For that rea-
son, he pulled France out of the NATO high command. He
increased French prestige among the Third World coun-
tries by consenting to Algerian independence despite stren-
uous opposition from the army. With an eye toward
achieving the status of a world power, de Gaulle invested
heavily in the nuclear arms race. France exploded its first
nuclear bomb in 1960. Despite his successes, de Gaulle
did not really achieve his ambitious goals of world power.
Although his successors maintained that France was the
“third nuclear power” after the United States and the
Soviet Union, in truth France was too small for such global
ambitions. 

Although the cost of the nuclear program increased
the defense budget, de Gaulle did not neglect the French
economy. Economic decision making was centralized, a
reflection of the overall centralization undertaken by the
Gaullist government. Between 1958 and 1968, the French
gross national product increased by 5.5 percent annually,

faster than the U.S. economy was growing. By the end of
de Gaulle’s era, France was a major industrial producer and
exporter, particularly in such areas as automobiles and
armaments. Nevertheless, problems remained. France
failed to build the hospitals, houses, and schools that it
needed. Moreover, the expansion of traditional industries,
such as coal, steel, and railroads, which had all been
nationalized (put under government ownership), led to
large government deficits. The cost of living increased faster
than in the rest of Europe. Consumer prices were 45 per-
cent higher in 1968 than they had been ten years earlier. 

Increased dissatisfaction with the inability of de
Gaulle’s government to deal with these problems soon led
to more violent action. In May 1968, a series of student
protests, followed by a general strike by the labor unions,
shook the government. Although de Gaulle managed to
restore order, the events of May 1968 had seriously under-
mined the French people’s respect for their aloof and impe-
rious president. Tired and discouraged, de Gaulle resigned
from office in April 1969 and died within a year. 

/ WEST GERMANY: A NEW NATION? 

Already by the end of 1945, the Western powers (the
United States, Britain, and France) occupying Germany
had allowed the reemergence of political parties in their
zones. Three major parties came forth: the Social
Democrats (SPD), the Christian Democrats (CDU), and
the Free Democrats (FDP). Over the next three years, the

CHARLES DE GAULLE. As president, Charles de Gaulle
sought to revive the greatness of the French nation. He is
shown here dressed in his military uniform participating
in a formal state ceremony. 
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occupation forces gradually allowed the political parties
to play greater roles in their zones. 

As a result of the pressures of the Cold War, the uni-
fication of the three Western zones into the West Ger-
man Federal Republic became a reality in 1949. Konrad
Adenauer (1876–1967), the leader of the Christian Demo-
cratic Union (CDU) who served as chancellor from 1949
to 1963, became the “founding hero” of the Federal
Republic. Adenauer sought respect for Germany by coop-
erating with the United States and the other Western Euro-
pean nations. He was especially desirous of reconciliation
with France—Germany’s longtime enemy. The beginning
of the Korean War in June of 1950 had unexpected reper-
cussions for West Germany. The fear that South Korea
might fall to the Communist forces of the north led many
Germans and Westerners to worry about the security of
West Germany and led to calls for the rearmament of West
Germany. Although many people, concerned about a
revival of German militarism, condemned this proposal,
Cold War tensions were decisive. West Germany rearmed
in 1955 and became a member of NATO. 

Adenauer’s chancellorship is largely associated with
the resurrection of the West German economy, often
referred to as the “economic miracle.” It was largely guided
by the minister of finance, Ludwig Erhard. Although West
Germany had only 75 percent of the population and 52
percent of the territory of prewar Germany, by 1955 the
West German gross national product exceeded that of pre-
war Germany. Real wages doubled between 1950 and
1965 even though work hours were cut by 20 percent.
Unemployment fell from 8 percent in 1950 to 0.4 percent
in 1965. In order to maintain its economic expansion,
West Germany even imported hundreds of thousands of
guest workers, primarily from Italy, Spain, Greece, Turkey,
and Yugoslavia. 

Throughout its postwar existence, West Germany
was troubled by its Nazi past. The surviving major Nazi
leaders had been tried and condemned as war criminals
at the Nuremberg war crimes trials in 1945 and 1946. As
part of the denazification of Germany, the victorious Allies
continued war crimes trials of lesser officials, but these
diminished as the Cold War produced a shift in attitudes.
By 1950, German courts had begun to take over the war
crimes trials, and the German legal machine persisted in
prosecuting cases. Beginning in 1953, the West German
government also began to make payments to Israel and to
Holocaust survivors and their relatives in order to make
some restitution for the crimes of the Nazi era. The Ger-
man president Richard von Weizsäcker was especially 
eloquent in reminding Germans of their responsibility “for
the unspeakable sorrow that occurred in the name of 
Germany.” 

Adenauer resigned in 1963, after fourteen years of
firmly guiding West Germany through its postwar recov-
ery. Basically conservative, Adenauer had wanted no
grand experimentation at home or abroad; he was content
to give Germany time to regain its equilibrium. Ludwig
Erhard succeeded Adenauer and largely continued his

policies. But an economic downturn in the mid-1960s
opened the door to the rise of the Social Democrats, and
in 1969, they became the leading party. 

/ GREAT BRITAIN: THE WELFARE STATE 

The end of World War II left Britain with massive eco-
nomic problems. In elections held immediately after the
war, the Labour Party overwhelmingly defeated Churchill’s
Conservative Party. The Labour Party had promised far-
reaching reforms, particularly in the area of social welfare,
and in a country with a tremendous shortage of consumer
goods and housing, its platform was quite appealing. The
new Labour government proceeded to enact the reforms
that created a modern welfare state. Clement Attlee
(1883–1967), the new prime minister, was a pragmatic
reformer and certainly not the leftist revolutionary that
Churchill had warned against in the election campaign. 

The establishment of the British welfare state began
with the nationalization of the Bank of England, the coal
and steel industries, public transportation, and public util-
ities, such as electricity and gas. In the area of social wel-
fare, the new government enacted the National Insurance
Act and the National Health Service Act in 1946. The
insurance act established a comprehensive social security
program and nationalized medical insurance, thereby
enabling the state to subsidize the unemployed, the sick,
and the aged. The health act created a system of social-
ized medicine that required doctors and dentists to work
with state hospitals, although private practices could be
maintained. This measure was especially costly for the
state, but within a few years 90 percent of the medical
profession were participating. The British welfare state
became the norm for most European states after the war. 

The cost of building a welfare state at home forced
the British to reduce expenses abroad. This meant the dis-
mantling of the British Empire and the reduction of mili-
tary aid to such countries as Greece and Turkey. Not a
belief in the morality of self-determination, but economic
necessity brought an end to the British Empire. 

Continuing economic problems, however, brought
the Conservatives back into power from 1951 to 1964.
Although they favored private enterprise, the Conserva-
tives accepted the welfare state and even extended it when
they undertook an ambitious construction program to
improve British housing. Although the British economy
had recovered from the war, it had done so at a slower rate
than other European countries. Moreover, the slow rate of
recovery masked a long-term economic decline caused by
a variety of factors. The demands of British trade unions
for wages that rose faster than productivity were certainly
a problem in the late 1950s and 1960s. The unwillingness
of the British to invest in modern industrial machinery and
to adopt new methods also did not help. Underlying the
immediate problems, however, was a deeper issue. As a
result of World War II, Britain had lost much of its prewar
revenues from abroad but was left with a burden of debt
from its many international commitments. 
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At the same time, with the rise of the United States
and the Soviet Union, Britain’s ability to play the role of
a world power declined substantially—as was evident in
the Suez Crisis. On July 26, 1956, Colonel Gamal Abdel
Nasser, the leader of Egypt, nationalized the Suez Canal,
an act strongly condemned by the British as a threat to
their vital interests. On October 29, British, French, and
Israeli forces attacked Egypt. Strong American opposition
forced the British to accept a United Nations cease-fire res-
olution and withdraw their troops. The Suez debacle made
it clear that Britain was no longer a world power. 

/ ITALY: THE WEAKNESS OF 
COALITION GOVERNMENT 

After the war, Italy faced a period of heavy reconstruction.
No other Western country, except Germany, had sustained
more physical destruction. The monarchy was abolished
when 54 percent of Italian voters rejected the royal house,
and in June 1946, Italy became a democratic republic. 

In the first postwar parliamentary elections held in
April 1948, the Christian Democrats, still allied with the
Catholic church, emerged as the leading political party.
Alcide de Gasperi (1881–1954) served as prime minister
from 1948 to 1953, an unusually long span of time for an
Italian government. Like pre-Fascist governments, post-
war Italian coalitions, largely dominated by the Christian
Democrats, were famous for their instability and short
lives. Although the Italian Communist Party was one of
Italy’s three largest parties, it was largely excluded from all
of these government coalitions. It did, however, manage
to gain power in a number of provinces and municipalities
in the 1960s. The Christian Democrats were able to main-
tain control by keeping the support of the upper and mid-
dle classes and the southern peasantry. 

Italy, too, experienced an “economic miracle” after
the war, although it was far less publicized than Ger-
many’s. In 1945, Italy’s industrial production was only
20 percent of prewar levels, and agricultural output was
about 50 percent. The Marshall Plan helped to stabilize
the postwar Italian economy. Especially during the late
1950s and early 1960s, Italy made rapid strides in eco-
nomic growth. The production of electrical appliances,
cars, and office machinery made the most significant leap.
As in other Western welfare states, the Italian economy
combined private enterprise with government manage-
ment, particularly of heavy industry. In 1965, for example,
the government controlled 60 percent of Italy’s steel pro-
duction. The major economic problem continued to be the
backwardness of southern Italy, a region that possessed
36 percent of the total population and only 25 percent of
the national income. In the 1960s, millions of Italians from
the south migrated to the more prosperous north. 

l Western Europe: 
The Move toward Unity 

As we have seen, the divisions created by the Cold War
led the nations of Western Europe to form the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization in 1949. But military unity

was not the only kind of unity fostered in Europe after
1945. The destructiveness of two world wars caused many
thoughtful Europeans to consider the need for some form
of European unity. National feeling was still too power-
ful, however, for European nations to give up their polit-
ical sovereignty. Consequently, the desire for unity was
forced to focus primarily on the economic arena, not the
political. 

The Marshall Plan had called for European eco-
nomic cooperation. To provide a framework for this Amer-
ican aid, European nations created the Organization for
European Economic Cooperation (OEEC), which served
primarily to encourage European trade. By 1950, Euro-
peans had perceived the need for further cooperative
efforts beyond the limited goals of the OEEC. 

In 1951, France, West Germany, the Benelux coun-
tries (Belgium, Netherlands, and Luxembourg), and Italy
formed the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC).
Its purpose was to create a common market for coal and
steel products among the six nations by eliminating tariffs
and other trade barriers. The success of the ECSC encour-
aged its members to proceed further, and in 1957 they 
created the European Atomic Energy Community
(EURATOM) to further European research on the peace-
ful uses of nuclear energy. 

In the same year, these six nations signed the Rome
Treaty, which created the European Economic Community
(EEC), also known as the Common Market. The EEC elim-
inated customs barriers for the six member nations and
created a large free-trade area protected from the rest of
the world by a common external tariff. By promoting free
trade, the EEC also encouraged cooperation and stan-
dardization in many aspects of the six nations’ economies.
All the member nations benefited economically. By the
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decade of the 1960s, the EEC nations had become an
important trading bloc. With a total population of 165 mil-
lion, the EEC became the world’s largest exporter and pur-
chaser of raw materials. Only the United States surpassed
the EEC in steel production. 

◆ The United States and
Canada: A New Era

At the end of World War II, the United States emerged
as one of the world’s two superpowers. As the Cold War
with the Soviet Union intensified, the United States
worked hard to combat the spread of communism
throughout the world. American domestic political life after
1945 was played out against a background of American
military power abroad.

l American Politics and Society 
in the 1950s

Between 1945 and 1970, the ideals of Franklin Roosevelt’s
New Deal largely determined the patterns of American
domestic politics. The New Deal had brought basic
changes to American society, including a dramatic increase
in the role and power of the federal government; the rise
of organized labor as a significant force in the economy
and politics; the beginning of a welfare state; and a grudg-
ing realization of the need to deal fairly with the concerns
of minorities.

The New Deal tradition was bolstered by the elec-
tion of three Democratic presidents—Harry Truman in
1948, John F. Kennedy in 1960, and Lyndon B. Johnson in
1964. Even the election of a Republican president, Dwight
D. Eisenhower, in 1952 and 1956 did not change the basic
direction of American politics. As Eisenhower stated:
“Should any political party attempt to abolish Social 
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Security and eliminate labor laws and farm programs, you
would not hear of that party again in our political history.”

No doubt, the economic boom after World War II
fueled confidence in the American way of life. A shortage
of consumer goods during the war had left Americans with
both extra income and a pent-up desire to buy these goods
after the war. Then, too, the growth of labor unions brought
higher wages that enabled more and more workers to buy
consumer goods. Between 1945 and 1973, real wages grew
3 percent a year on average, the most prolonged advance
in American history. Government expenditures also indi-
rectly helped the American private economy. Especially
after the Korean War began in 1950, outlays on defense
provided money for scientific research in the universities
and markets for weapons industries.

A new prosperity was not the only characteristic of
the early 1950s. Cold War confrontations abroad had
repercussions at home. The takeover of China by Mao
Zedong’s Communist forces in 1949 and Communist
North Korea’s invasion of South Korea in 1950 led to a fear
that Communism had infiltrated the United States. Pres-
ident Truman’s attorney general warned that Communists
“are everywhere—in factories, offices, butcher stores, on
street corners, in private businesses. And each carried in
himself the germ of death for society.” The demagogic sen-
ator from Wisconsin, Joseph R. McCarthy, helped to inten-
sify a massive “Red Scare” with his exposés of supposed
Communists in high government positions. McCarthy
went too far when he attacked alleged “Communist con-
spirators” in the U.S. Army and was censured by Congress
in 1954. Very quickly, his anti-Communist crusade came
to an end.

l An Age of Upheaval: 
The United States from 1960 to 1970

Between 1960 and 1970, the United States experienced
a period of upheaval that brought to the fore problems that
had been glossed over in the 1950s. The 1960s began on
a youthful and optimistic note. At age forty-three, John F.
Kennedy became the youngest elected president in the his-
tory of the United States. His own administration, cut
short by an assassin’s bullet on November 22, 1963,
focused primarily on foreign affairs. Kennedy’s succes-
sor, Lyndon B. Johnson, who won a new term as president
in a landslide in 1964, used his stunning mandate to pur-
sue the growth of the welfare state, first begun in the New
Deal. Johnson’s programs, called the Great Society,
included health care for the elderly; a War on Poverty to
be fought with food stamps and a Job Corps; a new
Department of Housing and Urban Development to deal
with the problems of the cities; and federal assistance for
education.

Lyndon Johnson’s other domestic passion was equal
rights for African Americans. The civil rights movement
had its beginnings in 1954 when the U.S. Supreme Court
took the dramatic step of striking down the practice of

racially segregated public schools. The eloquent Martin
Luther King, Jr. (1929–1968) became the leader of a grow-
ing movement for racial equality, and by the early 1960s,
a number of groups, including King’s Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC), were organizing sit-ins and
demonstrations across the South to end racial segregation.
In August 1963, King led a March on Washington for Jobs
and Freedom that dramatized African Americans’ desire
for freedom. This march and King’s impassioned plea for
racial equality had an electrifying effect on the American
people. By the end of 1963, 52 percent of Americans called
civil rights the most significant national issue; eight months
earlier, only 4 percent had done so.

President Johnson took up the cause of civil rights.
As a result of his initiative, Congress passed a Civil Rights
Act in 1964, which created the machinery to end segre-
gation and discrimination in the workplace and all pub-
lic places. A Voting Rights Act the following year made it
easier for blacks to vote in southern states. But laws alone
could not guarantee a Great Society, and Johnson soon
faced bitter social unrest from both African Americans and
a burgeoning antiwar movement.

In the North and West, African Americans had had
voting rights for many years, but local patterns of segrega-
tion led to higher unemployment rates for blacks than for
whites and left African Americans segregated in huge urban
ghettos. In these ghettos, the call for action by radical black
leaders, such as Malcom X of the Black Muslims, attracted
more attention than the nonviolent appeals of Martin
Luther King. Malcom X’s advice was straightforward: “If
someone puts a hand on you, send him to the cemetery.”

In the summer of 1965, race riots broke out in the
Watts district of Los Angeles. Thirty-four people died and
more than 1,000 buildings were destroyed. Cleveland, 
San Francisco, Chicago, Newark, and Detroit likewise
exploded in the summers of 1966 and 1967. After the
assassination of Martin Luther King in 1968, more than
100 cities experienced riots. The combination of riots and
extremist comments by radical black leaders led to a
“white backlash” and a severe division of the American
population.

Antiwar protests also divided the American people
after President Johnson sent American troops to war in
Vietnam. As the war dragged on and a military draft
ensued, protests escalated. Teach-ins, sit-ins, and the
occupation of buildings at universities alternated with
more radical demonstrations that led to violence. The
killing of four student protesters at Kent State University
in 1970 by the Ohio National Guard caused a reaction,
and the antiwar movement began to decline. By that time,
however, antiwar demonstrations had helped to weaken
the willingness of many Americans to continue the war.
But the combination of antiwar demonstrations and ghetto
riots in the cities also prepared many people for “law and
order,” an appeal used by Richard Nixon, the Republi-
can presidential candidate in 1968. With Nixon’s election
in 1968, a shift to the right in American politics had begun.
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l The Development of Canada

Canada experienced many of the same developments as
the United States in the postwar years. For twenty-five
years after World War II, a prosperous Canada set out
on a new path of industrial development. Canada had
always had a strong export economy based on its abun-
dant natural resources. Now it also developed electronic,
aircraft, nuclear, and chemical engineering industries on
a large scale. Much of the Canadian growth, however, was
financed by capital from the United States, which led to
American ownership of Canadian businesses. Although
many Canadians welcomed the economic growth, others
feared American economic domination of Canada.

Canadians also worried about playing a secondary
role politically and militarily to their neighboring super-
power. Canada agreed to join NATO in 1949 and even sent
military forces to fight in Korea the following year. At the
same time, to avoid subordination to the United States,
Canada actively supported the United Nations. Never-
theless, concerns about the United States did not keep
Canada from maintaining a special relationship with its
southern neighbor. The North American Air Defense Com-
mand (NORAD), formed in 1957, maintained close coop-
eration between the air forces of the two countries for the
defense of North America against missile attack.

After 1945, the Liberal Party continued to dominate
Canadian politics until 1957, when John Diefenbaker
(1895–1979) achieved a Conservative Party victory. But
major economic problems returned the Liberals to power,
and under Lester Pearson (1897–1972), they created
Canada’s welfare state by enacting a national social secu-
rity system (the Canada Pension Plan) and a national
health insurance program.

◆ The Emergence of a 
New Society 

During the postwar era, Western society witnessed remark-
ably rapid change. Computers, television, jet planes, con-
traceptive devices, and new surgical techniques all
dramatically and quickly altered the pace and nature of
human life. The rapid changes in postwar society, fueled
by scientific advances and rapid economic growth, led
many to view it as a new society. In the 1960s, a wave of
protests rocked this new society as blacks demanded civil
rights, young people marched for an end to the war in Viet-
nam and a ban on nuclear weapons, and women argued
for equal rights with men.

l The Structure of European Society 

The structure of European society was altered after 1945.
Especially noticeable were the changes in the middle class.
Such traditional middle-class groups as businesspeople
and professionals in law, medicine, and the universities
were greatly augmented by a new group of managers and
technicians, as large companies and government agencies
employed increasing numbers of white-collar supervisory
and administrative personnel. Whether in Eastern or
Western Europe, the new managers and experts were very
much alike. Everywhere their positions depended upon
specialized knowledge acquired from some form of higher
education. Everywhere they focused on the effective
administration of their organizations. Since their positions
usually depended upon their skills, they took steps to
ensure that their own children would be educated. 

THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT.
In the early 1960s, Martin Luther
King, Jr., and his Southern Chris-
tian Leadership Conference orga-
nized a variety of activities to
pursue the goal of racial equality.
He is shown here with his wife
Coretta (right) and Rosa Parks
and Ralph Abernathy (far left)
leading a march against racial
discrimination in 1965.
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Changes also occurred among the traditional lower
classes. Especially noticeable was the dramatic shift of
people from rural to urban areas. The number of people
in agriculture declined dramatically. Between 1900 and
1960, the percentage of the workforce engaged in farm-
ing dropped from 75 percent to 25 percent in Russia, from
41 percent to 20 percent in France, and from 9 percent
to 3.6 percent in Britain. Nor did the size of the industrial
labor force expand. In West Germany, industrial workers
made up 48 percent of the labor force throughout the
1950s and 1960s. Thereafter, the number of industrial
workers began to dwindle as the number of white-collar
service employees increased. At the same time, a sub-
stantial increase in their real wages enabled the work-
ing classes to aspire to the consumption patterns of the
middle class, leading to what some observers have called
the “consumer society.” Buying on the installment plan,
which was introduced in the 1930s, became widespread
in the 1950s and gave workers a chance to imitate the
middle class by buying such products as televisions,
washing machines, refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, and
stereos. But the most visible symbol of mass con-
sumerism was the automobile. Before World War II, cars
were reserved mostly for the European upper classes.
In 1948, there were 5 million cars in all of Europe, but by
1957, the number had tripled. By the 1960s, there were
almost 45 million cars. 

Rising incomes, combined with shorter working
hours, created an even greater market for mass leisure
activities. Between 1900 and 1960, the work week was
reduced from sixty hours to a little more than forty hours,
and the number of paid holidays increased. In the 1960s,
German and Italian workers received between thirty-two
and thirty-five paid holidays a year. All aspects of popular
culture—music, sports, media—became commercialized
and offered opportunities for leisure activities including
concerts, sporting events, and television viewing. 

Another visible symbol of mass leisure was the growth
of mass tourism. Before World War II, mostly the upper and
middle classes traveled for pleasure. After the war, the com-
bination of more vacation time, increased prosperity, and
the flexibility provided by package tours with their lower
rates and low-budget rooms enabled millions to expand
their travel possibilities. By the mid-1960s, 100 million
tourists were crossing European boundaries each year.
Domestic travel was even more widespread. In Sweden,
three out of four people spent a holiday outside their home
towns.

l Creation of the Welfare State 

One of the most noticeable social developments in post-
war Europe was the creation of the welfare state. In one
sense, the welfare state represents another extension of
the power of the state over the lives of its citizens, a pro-
cess that had increased dramatically as a result of two
world wars. Yet the goal of the welfare state was to make
it possible for people to live better and more meaningful

lives. Advocates of the welfare state believed that elimi-
nating poverty and homelessness, providing medical ser-
vices for all, ensuring dignity for older people, and
extending educational opportunities for all who wanted
them would free people to achieve happiness by satisfy-
ing their material needs. 

Social welfare schemes were, of course, not new to
Europe. Beginning in the late nineteenth century, some
states had provided for the welfare of the working class by
instituting old age pensions, medical insurance, and
unemployment compensation. But these efforts were
piecemeal and were by no means based on a general belief
that society had a responsibility to care for all of its 
citizens. 

The new postwar social legislation greatly extended
earlier benefits and created new ones as well. Of course,
social welfare benefits differed considerably from coun-
try to country in quantity and quality as well as in how
they were paid for and managed. Nevertheless, there were
some common trends. 

In many countries, already existing benefits for sick-
ness, accidents, unemployment, and old age were simply
extended to cover more people and provide larger pay-
ments. Men were generally eligible for old age pensions at
age 65 and women at 60, although in France and Italy the
ages were 60 and 55. Old age benefits were not always
generous. In both France and Britain, for example, a per-
son was entitled to receive $40 per month, but only after
forty years of work. 

WELFARE STATE: FREE MILK AT SCHOOL. The creation 
of the welfare state was a prominent social develop-
ment in postwar Europe. The desire to improve the
health of children led to welfare programs that provid-
ed free food for young people. Pictured here are boys 
at Manchester Grammar School in England during a
milk break. 
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Affordable health care for all people was another
goal of the welfare state, although the methods of achiev-
ing this goal varied. In Britain, Italy, and Germany, for
example, medical care was free to all people with some
kind of insurance, but in France, the Scandinavian coun-
tries, Belgium, and Switzerland, people had to contribute
toward the cost of their medical care. The amount ranged
from 10 to 25 percent of the total cost. 

Two other features of welfare states were family al-
lowances and new educational policies. Family allowances
were instituted in some countries to provide a minimum
level of material care for children. Most family allowance
programs provided a fixed amount per child. In 1964, for
example, France granted $60 per month per child, Italy
$24, and Britain only $10. Welfare states also sought to
remove class barriers to opportunity by expanding the
number of universities and providing scholarship aid to
allow everyone to attend these institutions of higher learn-
ing. Overall, European states moved toward free tuition or
modest fees for university attendance. These policies did
not always achieve their goals, however. In the early
1960s, most students in Western European universities
still came from privileged backgrounds. In Britain, 25 per-
cent of university students came from working-class back-
grounds; in France, the figure was only 17.6 percent. 

The welfare state dramatically increased the amount
of money states expended on social services. In 1967,
such spending constituted 17 percent of the gross national
product of the major European countries; by the 1980s,
it absorbed 40 to 50 percent. To some critics, these figures
proved that the welfare state had produced a new gener-
ation of citizens overly dependent on the state. But most
people favored the benefits, and most leaders were well
aware that it was political suicide to advocate curtailing or
seriously lowering those benefits. 

Gender issues also influenced the form that the 
welfare state took in different countries. One general ques-
tion dominated the debate: Should women be recognized
in a special category as mothers, or should they be
regarded as individuals? William Beveridge, the economist
who drafted the report that formed the basis for the British
welfare state, said that women had “vital work to do in
ensuring the adequate continuance of the British race.”
“During marriage,” he said, “most women will not be gain-
fully employed. The small minority of women who under-
take paid employment or other gainful employment or
other gainful occupations after marriage require special
treatment differing from that of single women.”8 Accord-
ingly, the British welfare system was based on the belief
that women should stay home with their children: women
received subsidies for children, but married women who
worked were given few or no benefits. Employers were also
encouraged to pay women lower wages to discourage them
from joining the workforce. Thus, the British welfare 
system encouraged the dependence of wives on their 
husbands. So, too, did the West German system. The West
German government passed laws that discouraged women
from working. In keeping its women at home, West Ger-

many sought to differentiate itself from neighboring 
Communist countries in Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union, where women were encouraged to work outside the
home. At the same time, to help women who worked to
have children, Communist governments also provided
day-care facilities as well as family subsidies and mater-
nity benefits.

France sought to maintain the individual rights of
women in its welfare system. The French government rec-
ognized women as equal to men and thus as entitled to
the same welfare benefits as men for working outside the
home. At the same time, wanting to encourage population
growth, the government provided incentives for women to
stay home and bear children as well as day care and after-
school programs for working mothers.

l New (and Old) Patterns: Women in the
Postwar Western World

Despite their enormous contributions to the war effort,
women were removed from the workforce at the end of
World War II to provide jobs for the soldiers returning
home. After the horrors of war, people seemed willing for
a while to return to traditional family practices. Female
participation in the workforce declined, and birthrates
began to rise, creating a “baby boom.” This increase in the
birthrate did not last, however, and birthrates, and thus
the size of families, began to decline by the end of the
1950s. Largely responsible for this decline was the
widespread practice of birth control. Invented in the nine-
teenth century, the condom was already in wide use, but
the development in the 1960s of oral contraceptives,
known as birth control pills, provided a reliable means of
birth control that quickly spread to all Western countries.

No doubt, the trend toward smaller families con-
tributed to the change in the character of women’s employ-
ment in both Europe and the United States as women
experienced considerably more years when they were not
involved in rearing children. The most important devel-
opment was the increased number of married women in
the workforce. At the beginning of the twentieth century,
even working-class wives tended to stay at home if they
could afford to do so. In the postwar period, this was no
longer the case. In the United States, for example, in 1900,
married women made up about 15 percent of the female
labor force; by 1970, their number had increased to 62 
percent. The percentage of married women in the female
labor force in Sweden increased from 47 to 66 percent
between 1963 and 1975. Figures for the Soviet Union and
its satellites were even higher. In 1970, 92.5 percent of
all women in the Soviet Union held jobs compared to
around 50 percent in France and West Germany. The
industrial development of the Soviet Union relied on
female labor.

But the increased number of women in the workforce
did not change some old patterns. Working-class women
in particular still earned salaries lower than those of men
for equal work. In the 1960s, women earned only 60 
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percent of men’s wages in Britain, 50 percent in France,
and 63 percent in West Germany. In addition, women still
tended to enter traditionally female jobs. As one Swedish
female guidance counselor remarked in 1975: “Every girl
now thinks in terms of a job. This is progress. They want
children, but they don’t pin their hopes on marriage. They
don’t intend to be housewives for some future husband.
But there has been no change in their vocational choices.”9

Many European women also still faced the double burden
of earning income on the one hand and raising a family
and maintaining the household on the other. Such
inequalities led increasing numbers of women to rebel.

/ THE FEMINIST MOVEMENT: 
THE SEARCH FOR LIBERATION

The participation of women in World War I and II helped
them achieve one of the major aims of the nineteenth-
century women’s movement—the right to vote. Already
after World War I, many governments acknowledged the
contributions of women to the war effort by granting them
the right to vote. Sweden, Great Britain, Germany, Poland,
Hungary, Austria, and Czechoslovakia did so in 1918, fol-
lowed by the United States in 1920. Women in France and
Italy did not obtain the right to vote until 1945. After World
War II, European women tended to fall back into the tra-
ditional roles expected of them, and little was heard of
feminist concerns. But by the late 1960s, women began to
assert their rights again and speak as feminists. Along with
the student upheavals of the late 1960s came renewed
interest in feminism, or the women’s liberation movement,
as it was now called. Increasingly, women protested that
the acquisition of political and legal equality had not
brought true equality with men:

We are economically oppressed: in jobs we do full work for
half pay, in the home we do unpaid work full time. We are
commercially exploited by advertisement, television, and
the press; legally, we often have only the status of children.
We are brought up to feel inadequate, educated to narrower
horizons than men. This is our specific oppression as
women. It is as women that we are, therefore, organizing.10

These were the words of a British Women’s Liberation
Workshop in 1969.

Of great importance to the emergence of the postwar
women’s liberation movement was the work of Simone de
Beauvoir (1908–1986). Born into a Catholic middle-class
family and educated at the Sorbonne in Paris, she sup-
ported herself as a teacher and later as a novelist and
writer. She maintained a lifelong relationship (but not mar-
riage) with Jean-Paul Sartre. Her involvement in the exis-
tentialist movement—the leading intellectual movement
of the time—led to her involvement in political causes. De 
Beauvoir believed that she lived a “liberated” life for a
twentieth-century European woman, but for all her free-
dom, she still came to perceive that as a woman she faced
limits that men did not. In 1949, she published her highly
influential work, The Second Sex, in which she argued that
as a result of male-dominated societies, women had been

defined by their differences from men and consequently
received second-class status: “What peculiarly signalizes
the situation of woman is that she—a free and auto-
nomous being like all human creatures—nevertheless
finds herself living in a world where men compel her to
assume the status of the Other.”11 De Beauvoir took 
an active role in the French women’s movement of the
1970s, and her book was a major influence on both the
American and European women’s movements (see the box
on p. 873)

Another important contributor to the growth of a
women’s movement in the 1960s was Betty Friedan 
(b. 1921). A journalist and the mother of three children,
Friedan grew increasingly uneasy with her attempt to ful-
fill the traditional role of the “ideal housewife and mother.”
In 1963, she published The Feminine Mystique, in which
she analyzed the problems of middle-class American
women in the 1950s and argued that women were being
denied equality with men. She wrote: “The problem that
has no name—which is simply the fact that American
women are kept from growing to their full human capaci-
ties—is taking a far greater toll on the physical and men-
tal health of our country than any known disease.”12

WOMEN’S LIBERATION MOVEMENT. In the late 1960s, as
women began once again to assert their rights, a revived
women’s liberation movement emerged. Feminists in 
the movement maintained that women themselves must
alter the conditions of their lives. During this women’s
liberation rally, some women climbed the statue of
Admiral Farragut in Washington, D.C., to exhibit their
signs. 
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Simone de Beauvoir was an important figure in the emer-
gence of the postwar women’s liberation movement. This
excerpt is taken from her influential book, The Second
Sex, in which she argued that women have been forced
into a position subordinate to men. 

l Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex 

Now, woman has always been man’s dependent, if not
his slave; the two sexes have never shared the world in
equality. And even today woman is heavily handi-
capped, though her situation is beginning to change.
Almost nowhere is her legal status the same as man’s
and frequently it is much to her disadvantage. Even
when her rights are legally recognized in the abstract,
long-standing custom prevents their full expression in
the mores. In the economic sphere men and women can
almost be said to make up two castes; other things being
equal, the former hold the better jobs, get higher wages,
and have more opportunity for success than their new
competitors. In industry and politics men have a great
many more positions and they monopolize the most
important posts. In addition to all this they enjoy a tra-
ditional prestige that the education of children tends in
every way to support, for the present enshrines the
past—and in the past all history has been made by men.
At the present time, when women are beginning to take
part in the affairs of the world, it is still a world that
belongs to men—they have no doubt of it at all and

women have scarcely any. To decline to be the Other, to
refuse to be a party to a deal—this would be for women
to renounce all the advantages conferred upon them by
their alliance with the superior caste. Man-the-sovereign
will provide woman-the-liege with material protection
and will undertake the moral justification of her exis-
tence; thus she can evade at once both economic risk
and the metaphysical risk of a liberty in which ends and
aims must be contrived without assistance. Indeed,
along with the ethical urge of each individual to affirm
his subjective existence, there is also the temptation to
forgo liberty and become a thing. This is an inauspicious
road, for he who takes it—passive, lost, ruined—
becomes henceforth the creature of another’s will, frus-
trated in his transcendence and deprived of every value.
But it is an easy road; on it one avoids the strain
involved in undertaking an authentic existence. When
man makes of woman the Other he may, then, expect
her to manifest deep-seated tendencies toward complic-
ity. Thus woman may fail to lay claim to the status of
subject because she lacks definite resources, because
she feels the necessary bond that ties her to man regard-
less of reciprocity, and because she is often very well
pleased with her role as the Other. 

Now, what peculiarly signalizes the situation of
woman is that she—a free and autonomous being like
all human creatures—nevertheless finds herself living in
a world where men compel her to assume the status of
the Other. 

The Voice of the Women’s Liberation Movement 

L

The Feminine Mystique became a best-seller and pro-
pelled Friedan into a newfound celebrity. In 1966, she
founded the National Organization of Women (NOW),
whose stated goal was to take “action to bring women into
full participation in the mainstream of American society
now, exercising all the privileges and responsibilities
thereof in truly equal partnership with men.” Friedan’s
voice was also prominent in calling for the addition to
the U.S. Constitution of an equal rights amendment for
women.

l The Permissive Society 

The “permissive society” was yet another term used by
critics to describe the new society of postwar Europe.
World War I had seen the first significant crack in the rigid
code of manners and morals of the nineteenth century.
Subsequently, the 1920s had witnessed experimentation
with drugs, the appearance of hard-core pornography, and
a new sexual freedom (police in Berlin, for example, issued
cards that permitted female and male homosexual pros-
titutes to practice their trade). But these indications of a

new attitude appeared mostly in major cities and touched
only small numbers of people. After World War II, changes
in manners and morals were far more extensive and far
more noticeable. 

Sweden took the lead in the propagation of the so-
called sexual revolution of the 1960s, and the rest of
Europe and the United States soon followed. Sex educa-
tion in the schools and the decriminalization of homo-
sexuality were but two aspects of Sweden’s liberal
legislation. The introduction of the birth control pill, which
became widely available by the mid-1960s, gave people
more freedom in sexual behavior. Meanwhile, sexually
explicit movies, plays, and books broke new ground in the
treatment of once-hidden subjects. Cities like Amsterdam,
which allowed open prostitution and the public sale of
hard-core pornography, attracted thousands of curious
tourists. 

The new standards were evident in the breakdown
of the traditional family. Divorce rates increased dramat-
ically, especially in the 1960s, and premarital and extra-
marital sexual experiences also rose substantially. A
survey in the Netherlands in 1968 revealed that 78 
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percent of men and 86 percent of women had engaged in
extramarital sex. The appearance of Playboy magazine
in the 1950s also added a new dimension to the sexual
revolution for adult males. Along with photographs of
nude women, Playboy offered well-written articles on var-
ious aspects of masculinity. Playboy’s message was clear:
men were encouraged to seek sexual gratification outside
marriage.

The decade of the 1960s also saw the emergence of
a drug culture. Marijuana was widely used among col-
lege and university students as the recreational drug of
choice. For young people more interested in mind expan-
sion into higher levels of consciousness, Timothy Leary,
who had done psychedelic research at Harvard on the
effects of LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide), became the
high priest of hallucinogenic experiences. 

New attitudes toward sex and the use of drugs were
only two manifestations of a growing youth movement in
the 1960s that questioned authority and fostered rebellion
against the older generation. Spurred on by the Vietnam
War and a growing political consciousness, the youth
rebellion became a youth protest movement by the second
half of the 1960s (see the box on p. 875). 

l Education and Student Revolt 

Before World War II, higher education had largely
remained the preserve of Europe’s wealthier classes. Even
in 1950, for example, only 3 or 4 percent of West Euro-
pean young people were enrolled in a university. In addi-
tion, European higher education remained largely centered
on the liberal arts, pure science, and preparation for the
professions of law and medicine. 

Much of this changed after World War II. European
states began to foster greater equality of opportunity in
higher education by reducing or eliminating fees, and uni-
versities experienced an influx of students from the mid-
dle and lower classes. Enrollments grew dramatically; in
France, 4.5 percent of young people attended a university
in 1950. By 1965, the figure had increased to 14.5 percent.
Enrollments in European universities more than tripled
between 1940 and 1960. 

But there were problems. Classrooms with too many
students, professors who paid little attention to their stu-
dents, and administrators who acted in an authoritarian
fashion led to student resentment. In addition, despite
changes in the curriculum, students often felt that the uni-
versities were not providing an education relevant to the
realities of the modern age. This discontent led to an out-
burst of student revolts in the late 1960s (see the box on
p. 876). In part, these protests were an extension of the
spontaneous disruptions in American universities in the
mid-1960s, which were often sparked by student opposi-
tion to the Vietnam War. Perhaps the most famous student
revolt occurred in France in 1968. It erupted at the Uni-
versity of Nanterre outside Paris but soon spread to the
Sorbonne, the main campus of the University of Paris.
French students demanded a greater voice in the admin-
istration of the university, took over buildings, and then
expanded the scale of their protests by inviting workers to
support them. Half of France’s workforce went on strike in
May 1968. After the Gaullist government instituted a hefty
wage hike, the workers returned to work and the police
repressed the remaining student protesters. 

The French revolt spurred student protests elsewhere
in Europe, although none of them succeeded in becoming

THE “LOVE-IN.” In the 1960s, a
number of outdoor public festivals
for young people combined music,
drugs, and sex. Flamboyant dress,
facial painting, free-form dancing,
and drugs were vital ingredients
in creating an atmosphere dedi-
cated to “love and peace.” Shown
here is a “love-in” that was held
on the grounds of an English
country estate in the Summer of
Love, 1967. 
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mass movements. In West Berlin, university students led
a protest against Axel Springer, leader of Germany’s largest
newspaper establishment. Many German students were
motivated by a desire to destroy what they considered to
be the corrupt old order and were especially influenced by
the ideas of the German-American social philosopher, Her-
bert Marcuse. In One-Dimensional Man, published in
1964, Marcuse argued that capitalism had undermined the
dissatisfaction of the oppressed masses by encouraging
the consumption of material things. He proposed that a
small cadre of unindoctrinated students could liberate the
masses from the control of the capitalist ruling class. But
the German students’ attempt at revolutionary violence
backfired as angry Berliners supported police repression
of the students. 

The student protest movement reached its high point
in 1968, although scattered incidents lasted into the early
1970s. There were several reasons for the student radi-
calism. Some students were genuinely motivated by the
desire to reform the university. Others were protesting
the Vietnam War, which they viewed as a product of West-
ern imperialism. They also attacked other aspects of West-
ern society, such as its materialism, and expressed concern
about becoming cogs in the large and impersonal bureau-
cratic jungles of the modern world. For many students, the
calls for democratic decision making within the universi-
ties were a reflection of their deeper concerns about the
direction of Western society. Although student revolts fiz-
zled out in the 1970s, the larger issues they raised were
increasingly revived in the 1990s. 

In the 1960s, the lyrics of rock music reflected the rebel-
lious mood of many young people. Bob Dylan (b. 1941), 
a well-known recording artist, expressed the feelings of 
the younger generation. His song, “The Times They Are 
a-Changin’,” released in 1964, has been called an
“anthem for the protest movement.” 

l Bob Dylan, The Times They Are a-Changin’

Come gather round people 
Wherever you roam 
And admit that the waters 
Around you have grown 
And accept it that soon 
You’ll be drenched to the bone 
If your time to you 
Is worth savin’ 
Then you better start swimmin’ 
Or you’ll sink like a stone 
For the times they are a-changin’ 

Come writers and critics 
Who prophesize with your pen 
And keep your eyes wide 
The chance won’t come again 
And don’t speak too soon 
For the wheel’s still in spin 
And there’s no tellin’ who 
That it’s namin’ 
For the loser now 
Will be later to win 
For the times they are a-changin’ 

Come senators, congressmen 
please heed the call 

Don’t stand in the doorway 
Don’t block up the hall 
For he that gets hurt 
Will be he who has stalled 
There’s a battle outside 
And it is ragin’ 
It’ll soon shake your windows 
And rattle your walls 
For the times they are a-changin’ 

Come mothers and fathers 
Throughout the land 
And don’t criticize 
What you can’t understand 
Your sons and your daughters 
Are beyond your command 
Your old road 
Is rapidly agin’ 
Please get out of the new one 
If you can’t lend your hand 
For the times they are a-changin’ 

The line it is drawn 
The curse it is cast 
The slow one now 
Will later be fast 
As the present now 
Will later be past 
The order is 
Rapidly fadin’ 
And the first one now 
Will later be last 
For the times they are a-changin’ 

“The Times They Are a-Changin’”: The Music of Youthful Protest 

L
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STUDENT REVOLT IN
PARIS, 1968. The
discontent of university
students exploded in the
late 1960s in a series of
student revolts. Perhaps
best known was the
movement in Paris in
1968. This photograph
shows the barricades
erected on a Parisian
street on the morning of
May 11 during the height
of the revolt. 

The outburst of student upheavals in the late 1960s 
reached its high point in 1968. These two very different
selections illustrate some of the issues that prompted uni-
versity students to occupy campus buildings and demand
reforms. 

l A Student Manifesto in Search of a Real 
and Human Educational Alternative (Uni-
versity of British Columbia), June 1968

Today we as students are witnessing a deepening crisis
within our society. We are intensely aware, in a way
perhaps not possible for the older generation, that
humanity stands on the edge of a new era. Because we
are young, we have insights into the present and visions
of the future that our parents do not have. Tasks of an
immense gravity wait solution in our generation. We
have inherited these tasks from our parents. We do not
blame them so much for that . . . but we do blame them
for being unwilling to admit that there are problems or
for saying that it is we who have visited these problems
on ourselves because of our perversity, ungratefulness
and unwillingness to listen to “reason.” 

Much of the burden of solving the problems of the
new era rests on the university. We have been taught 
to look to it for leadership. While we know that part of
the reason for the university is to render direct services
to the community, we are alarmed at its servility to
industry and government as to what and how it teaches.
We are scandalized that the university fails to realize its

role in renewing and vivifying those intellectual and
moral energies necessary to create a new society—
one in which a sense of personal dignity and human
community can be preserved. 

l Student Inscriptions on the Walls of Paris,
May and June 1968 

The dream is the reality. 
May 1968. World revolution is the order of the day. 
I decree a state of permanent happiness. 
To be free in 1968 is to take part. 
Take the trip every day of your life. 
Make love, not war. 
No exams. 
The mind travels farther than the heart but it doesn’t go 
as far. 
Run, comrade, the old are behind you! 
Don’t make a revolution in the image of your confused
and hide-bound university. 
Exam = servility, social promotion, hierarchic society. 
Love each other. 
SEX. It’s good, said Mao, but not too often. 
Alcohol kills. Take LSD. 
Are you consumers or participants? 
Professors, you are as old as your culture; your modernism
is only the modernization of the police. 
Live in the present. 
Revolution, I love you. 

Long live direct democracy!

1968: The Year of Student Revolts 

L
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Conclusion LLLLLLLLLLLL

At the end of World War II, a new conflict erupted in
the Western world as the two new superpowers, the
United States and the Soviet Union, competed for polit-
ical domination. Europeans, whether they wanted to or
not, were forced to become supporters of one side or the
other. But this ideological division also spread to the
rest of the world as the United States fought in Korea
and Vietnam to prevent the spread of communism, and
the Soviet Union used its armies to prop up pro-Soviet
regimes in Eastern Europe. 

In addition to the Cold War conflict, the postwar
era was characterized by decolonization and the cre-
ation of a new Europe. After World War II, the colonial
empires of the European states were largely dissolved,
and the liberated territories of Africa, Asia, and the
Middle East emerged as sovereign states. By the late
1980s, the approximately 160 sovereign states of the
world would become an emerging global community. 

Western Europe also became a new community in
the 1950s and the 1960s. Although Western Europeans
staged a remarkable economic recovery, the Cuban
Missile Crisis made it clear that their future still
depended on the conflict between the two superpowers.
At the same time, the student protests of the late 1960s
caused many to rethink some of their basic assump-
tions. And yet, looking back, the student upheavals
were not a “turning point in the history of postwar
Europe,” as some people thought at the time. In the
1970s and 1980s, student rebels would become middle-
class professionals, and the vision of a revolutionary
politics would remain mostly a memory. 
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